Introduction
The most valuable asset of an organization in an information society must be the information. It includes a constant risk of hazard and the greater and more than ever before. This is due to the evolution of the Internet, and leads organizations to share information without enough protect [1] .
Rapid advances in network and information security technologies are gradually making the dream of ubiquitous high-speed network access a reality. At the same time, however, such ubiquitous network access allows vandals and criminals to exploit vulnerabilities in networked systems on a widespread basis [2] .
All organizations must ensure the implementation ofsecurity practices within their operations to gain customersconfidence and trust and also to protect their privacy andsensitive data of been stolen, sabotage or destroyed accidentally [3] .
The rapid growth of internet has created many services, which have become an integral part of our day to today life. Websites are used for making reservations, paying bills, and shopping on-line. With advent of Business-to-Business (B2B) and Business-to-Consumer (B2C) interaction, it is has become a necessity that information be exchanged in a secure and accurate way. Most of the websites contain 38 security vulnerabilities, which enable hackers to exploit them and launch attacks. As a result of the attacks confidentiality, integrity and availability of information are lost [4] . The history of hacking begins with the rise of the personal computer and the movement of computer resources from controlled laboratory environments to homes of private citizens. The early communities of hackers were small in number consisting mostly of youths trading pirated copies of computer games and exploring ways to manipulate the phone system [5] .
The Logical Framework Approach was developed in 1969 for the United States Agency for International Development. The creator of the LFA was Leon J. Rosenberg, as a principal of Fry Consultants, based on worldwide study performed by Rosenberg, Hanley, and Posner [6] . The Logical Framework Approach (LFA) is a management tool mainly used in the design, monitoring and evaluation of international development projects. It is also widely known as Goal Oriented Project Planning (GOPP) or Objectives Oriented Project Planning (OOPP) [6] .
Types of Website Attacks
The following illustrate different kinds of security vulnerabilities in web applications. Also, include a wealth of real-world examples. Just as application developers can benefit from understanding the methods used by attackers and hackers to detect each type of vulnerabilities.
Authentication Attack
Authentication is the assurance that the communicating entity is the one that it claims to be [7] . A system can authenticate a user to determine if the user is authorized to perform an electronic transaction or get access to information or a system [8] . Attackers adopt several mechanisms to retrieve passwords stored or transmitted by a computer system to launch this attack [9] . Authentication is a dangerous feature of this process, but even hard authentication mechanisms can be damaged by flawed credential management functions, including password change, forgot my password; remember my password, account update, and other related functions [10] . Authentication cannot protect assets if users do not use them properly [11] .
SQL injection Attack
The term "SQL injection" dates back to 1998, while its first public use was in the year 2000 [12] . The SQL injection attacks pose greater risk due to the fact that they impact databases which are critical to any organization [13] . It occurs when a malicious user modifies the semantic or syntax of a legitimate query by inserting new SQL keywords or operators consequently generating unexpected results not intended by web applications [14] .
Session Management Attack
The Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) is the basis for today's World Wide Web (WWW) [15] . Sessions are commonly used in a client -server architecture [16] . Session management vulnerabilities can exist when a web application does not provide a secure mechanism for maintaining a user's state, both while the user is interacting with the web application, and after the user finishes his session [17] . Remain open after the transmission of a request and its response. Multiple requests can be transmitted over a single TCP connection until client or the server sends the Connection: close message to close the connection [18] .
2.4Malicious File Execution Attack
Malicious file execution attacks allow hackers to achieve internal system compromise, perform remote code execution, and install remote root kits [19] . This type of attack occurs when a web application is tricked into including non-approved remote files with malicious code by accepting file names or files from an attacker [20] .Malicious file execution attacks affect PHP, XML and any framework which accepts filenames or files from users [21] .
2.5Failureto Secure URL Access attack
Failure to restrict URL Access vulnerability usually occurs when unauthorized users are able to access the content of web pages that are only intended to be viewed by users with special privileges, for example administrators [22] . In 2007, the Macworld Conference & Expo web site failed to restrict special URL access to a Steve Jobs keynote speech and let users get "Platinum" passes worth nearly $1,700, all for free [23] . If an application fails to appropriately restrict URL access, security can be compromised through a technique called forced browsing [24] .
2.6Cross-Site Scripting -CSS attack
According to OWASP Top 10 -2010: The Top Ten Most Critical Web Application Security Risks list, Cross-Site Scripting (XSS) is listed as number two [25] . Cross-site scripting (XSS) is an attack against web applications in which scripting code is typically injected into the output of an application that is then sent to a user's web browser [26] . Attacks occur when a script is injected and executed on a victim's browser [27] .
Cross-Site Request Forgery -(CSRF) attack
A CSRF attack forces a logged-on victim's browser to send a pre-authenticated request to a vulnerable web application, which then forces the victim's browser to perform a hostile action to the benefit of the attacker [28] . Many web applications forget that HTTP requests they receive from browsers may have been forged by another web page opened in the same browser [29] . Without the user being aware of it, this malicious web page can take over his identity and send a request to other website on his behalf. This kind of attack is called Cross-Site Request Forgery (CSRF). This name was given by Peter Watkins in a June 2001 [30] . A CSRF can occur on an HTTP request using either the GET or the POST method [31] .
Insecure Communications Attack
Most contemporary web applications collect and store information such as usernames, passwords, social security, account statements, medical history and various other proprietary information. The collected information must be kept in a highly secured storage area [32] . Many web applications do not properly protect sensitive data, such as credit cards, SSNs, and authentication credentials, with appropriate encryption or hashing. Attackers may use this weakly protected data to conduct identity theft, credit card fraud, or other crimes [33] .
Directory Traversal Attack
As OWASP website explains, this category of attacks exploits various path vulnerabilities to access files or directories that are not intended to be accessed [25] . This attack works on applications that take user input and use it in a "path" that is used to access a file system. If the attacker includes special characters that modify the meaning of the path, the application will misbehave and may allow the attacker to access unauthorized resources [34] . Directory traversal exploits use strings like ".. /.. /.. / ".
Most IDSs have signatures to detect this, but attackers replace the " / " with the Unicode equivalent, "%c0%af," and evade the IDS and thus traverse other directories [35] .
InsecurecryptographicStorage Attack
Each web application stores sensitive data when having a login form for users [36] . Many web applications do not properly protect sensitive data, such as credit cards, SSNs, and authentication credentials, with appropriate encryption or hashing. Attackers may steal or modify such weakly protected data to conduct identity theft, credit card fraud, or other crimes [37] . In this type Data and Credential are rarely protected with cryptographic functions because of that Data collected can be used by attackers i.e. Crimes like Credit Card Fraud [38] . Protecting application's data shall be main goal of any project or business that somehow collects information about users [39] .
Information LeakageAndImproper Error Handling Attack
It is a big issue known and understood by many organizations. An error message can give the attacker the information needed for refining the attack [40] . The vulnerability can be remediated through source code analysis. The vulnerabilities consist of: -Discover the web server path on Windows platform; -Read and delete arbitrary files from the host server with the permission of the service account; -Execute external replay attacks [41] .
Buffers overflow attack
A buffer overflow vulnerability occurs when data can be written outside the memory allocated for a buffer. Buffer overflows allow a malicious user to overwrite other pieces of information, such as a return address on the stack, a function pointer, or a data pointer, which may then alter the program's control flow [42] . A non-executable stack would have no effect on this attack [43] .
Survey Result and analysis:
A researcher has clearly tested and evaluated a common twelve types of attacks the research has covered and analyzed a survey which spanned over 25 Web developers working with dynamic websites. A number of important observation and results were validated, which are centered on the weakness of the applied protection mechanisms and it was reached following results.
Results:
3.1 Table ( 
Proposal Logical Framework
The research presents a proposal logical framework a long with guideline criteria that enable fast detection of the common attacks and detective a set of actions that enhance protection and security of dynamic websites 4.1. Proposed Logical Framework
Conclusions and Future work
In the light of the present study findings, it can be concluded that 25 Web developers who working with dynamic websites who have been working at the departments of websites development in some of government organizations and private companies and included in these study have unknown knowledge regarding some types of attacks, which leads to increasing attacks on websites, and protection ways to websites attacks are very weak for most methods of attacks, which leads to increasing attacks on websites. Meanwhile, highest percentage of the 
Recommendations
Findings of this study showed the different types of websites attacks and how important of logical framework. Accordingly, the following are the main recommendations deduced by this research:
• Application of the logical framework to reduce the incidence rates of attacks on websites.
• Regular training programs to web developers about the types of attacks on the websites and how to protect from this attacks. ctivities for each attack:
Authentication attack:
• Add random text on the web page presented to the authenticating browser.
• Prevent of the Password Change Function mistake.
SQL injection attack:
• Create stored procedures in database.
• Replace a single apostrophe with double apostrophes inside the web application code.
• Create a separate database user account for each website.
• Reduce the account's privileges in the database.
Session Management attack:
• Encrypt data in cookies.
• Generate Strong characters in cookies.
MaliciousFileExecution attack:

